August 30, 2018
California State Legislature
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: SB 1001 — Bot Disclosure (Hertzberg) — OPPOSED
Consumers Union, the advocacy division of Consumer Reports, 1 sincerely appreciates Sen. Hertzberg’s
foresight in developing a bill to address the emerging threat posed by “bots.” Over the past year, more
and more information has come to light about how fraudsters and trolls use technology to artificially
amplify posts over social media, spreading harmful misinformation. This bill, which aims to require
their programmers to label bots when used for commercial advertising or to influence voters, has the
potential to be quite helpful. Unfortunately, many if not most malicious bot accounts still involve
significant human interaction. As written, this bill would not do enough to rein them in. Given Sen.
Hertzberg’s good intentions for this bill, the legislature should delay passage of this bill and work to
improve it in the next session.
Bots, both good and bad, are ubiquitous on the internet — by some estimates making up over half of
online activity. 2 In November, Facebook reported an estimated 60 million fake accounts, which was
nearly twice as many as previously thought. 3 And certain bot activity can do real harm in the
marketplace. Anyone with sufficient resources can buy followers online, or purchase a service to retweet
or like their posts, making their influence appear more outsized than it actually is. 4 Algorithms designed
to reward maximum engagement in turn provide greater prominence to such content. Consumers are
often the victims, as these fake profiles can be copied from real consumers without their knowledge.
Depending on the bot’s activity this can harm their reputations or ability to obtain employment. 5 Other
consumers purchase these services hoping that it will help them get attention for their self-published
books or music, only to find out that all of the clicks were a fraud. 6 Bots can hurt investors, too. Stock
prices can be affected by bot attacks that warp the online discussions surrounding the brand. 7 Bots can
also make consumer products more costly. Some bots are programmed to seek out and purchase the
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latest toys and mark them up for resale on eBay or Amazon at four times the price. 8 Similarly, they can
operate as automated scalpers, purchasing scarce concert tickets online and selling them for a huge
profit. 9
Just as concerning, bots interfere with access to reliable political information. The internet has enabled
consumers to access new and diverse sources of information to an unprecedented extent, creating the
potential for a highly informed and empowered electorate. But bot activity on social media platforms
artificially distorts our view of reality. For example, a Russian “troll farm” known as the International
Research Agency purchased thousands of dollars’ worth of election ads on social media in the last
presidential election, 10 creating divisive images and memes, and even spurring protest activities. 11 Bad
actors seek to create “chaos and misinformation” to cloud the political debate. 12 They can crowd out
legitimate breaking news under trending hashtags. 13 And this isn’t just a few fake posts. Fake accounts
were responsible for a significant percentage of tweets following the first presidential debate in 2016. 14
As a media organization with a strong interest in ensuring access to reliable information, this
development is truly chilling.
Clearly, addressing the bot problem is a worthy goal. But the bill as written, particularly because of its
definition of a bot, will not do enough to stop bad actors. The bill considers a bot to be an “automated
online account on an online platform where all or substantially all of the actions or posts of that account
are not the result of a person.” But based on currently available information, the considerable majority of
these fraudulent operations are likely not entirely automated — the real problem is fake accounts run at
scale, which are probably automation-aided but still in most ways human-driven, such as one person
running 100 accounts as a full-time job. 15 Some of a bot’s following, liking, and retweeting and
reposting may be automated or semi-automated, but most of actual content is likely authored by human
beings. And it is not clear how to differentiate between the technology-aided methods used by a
fraudster and standard tools (such as scheduling posts) used by many ordinary users. While the intent of
the bill appears to be to tackle the problem of systemic abuse at scale, it appears only to address purely
automated “artificial intelligence” — such as Google's Duplex or Microsoft's Twitter-bot, Tay. 16 As
such, the bill should focus more explicitly on artificial amplification than on automation itself.
In addition, it is worth noting that much of this fake activity may already violate existing law, such as
federal and state unfair and deceptive acts and practices statutes. 17 The hard questions are how to
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sufficiently deter bad faith actors, or to incentivize the platforms to crack down on the abuse of their
services. These issues are not dealt with in the bill, which does not explicitly outline an enforcement
mechanism. While Twitter has made some efforts to crack down on bots, their behavior is completely
voluntary. 18 And their business model and programming choices make them much less likely to fully
address the problems on their own. Twitter’s API makes it easy to create bots. Much of their ad revenue
is related to consumers viewing and amplifying posts, so they have little incentive to crack down on
engaging posts, regardless of whether they are from fake accounts. Social media companies are often
valued based on their number of subscribers and extent of engagement with the platform, further
undermining any incentives for them to get rid of fake accounts. 19
Illicit uses of bots can be harmful to consumers — and indeed democracy — and we fully support the
intent of the bill. But if passed, this would be the first law in the United States to regulate this type of
technology. It’s likely that federal legislators and those in other states will look to this bill as a model,
particularly because this issue has become so pressing in recent months. Any legislation relating to bots
must be very carefully drafted with a thorough understanding of the problem set to be addressed.
Consumers Union would greatly appreciate the opportunity to work with staff on new language to more
precisely address the problem. Thank you again for your attention to these important issues.
Sincerely,
Justin Brookman, Director, Privacy and Technology Policy
Washington, DC
Maureen Mahoney, Policy Analyst
San Francisco, CA
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